Restaurant Supervisory Committee (CSR)
(Resume from 12 June 2007 meeting)

Role:
- Advisory body to SCC (=Standing Concertation Committee, for the formal relations between CERN Management and CERN Staff Association)
- Oversees all matters regarding to restaurants and cafeterias on CERN sites
Restaurant Supervisory Committee (CSR)

- Restaurant #1 reform already finished!:
  - End of works as predicted.
    - Not fully completed till end of August
  - Number of caisses increased from 5->7
  - Coffee machines with “jetons” outside
    - Will install a “jeton” machine in next future
  - The menus are not yet available trough the Web!
    - Promised to be ready end of September
  - Promise to make an special effort for dinners!
CERN is negotiating full change of on-site vending machines

- Prices will be the same all over the place!

Two complaints received from users:

- Big queues in Restaurant #2 when excursions arrive:
  - Related to the reforms being done in Restaurant #1?
- No possibility of using ceramic coffee cups for the outside coffee machines:
  - They claim it is a way of differentiating in/out coffee
  - It has been also stated that paper cups are healthier!
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One complaint received from Restaurant#1:

- Since the change of cutlery everyday “disappear” many spoons, knifes and forks….
- If this persists it could have an impact on the price of the meals…